Those who have occasion to interpret the results of crop investigations are very much indebted to Love and his coworkers for keeping constantly before them the necessity for applying some measure of reliability to the results of such studies. Anthony and Waring, together with these men, have brought to general attention the method of "Student," for measuring the reliability of a d~fference between two averages when this d~fference is determined under the peculiar conditions that exist in plot tests. Articles on this subject have compared the method of "Student" with an application of the ordinary formula or modifications of the ordinary formula as suggested by Bessel and by Peter. The "Student" method has given a measure of reliability that seems more reasonable than that obtained by these formulas. On account o'f this showing its use is recommended. In nearly all cases where such comparisons are made, the significance of results as measured by the two methods vary so widely that the casual reader is apt to doubt the reliability of .either method. It is in an effort to overome such doubts that this article is written.
